The attached questionnaire offers guidance on the type and
extent of information that may be required when submitting
applications for licenses under sections 214 and 310 of the
Communications Act, as well as applications for submarine cable
landing and satellite earth station licenses. These questions
would generally cover, to the extent applicable to the
particular application, detailed information regarding the
business organization and services, network infrastructure,
relationships with foreign entities or persons, historical
regulatory and penal actions, and capabilities to comply with
applicable legal requirements, and would be shared with relevant
Executive Branch departments and agencies to assist in the
review of public interest factors. These questions are intended
to be illustrative and will be subject to further refinement.

CONTENTS OF FCC LICENSE APPLICATION (WITH FOREIGN OWNERSHIP)
I.

ALL

LICENSE APPLICATIONS SHALL DESCRIBE OR PROVIDE, AS APPLICABLE:

1. Basic information, including:
a. Full business name;
b. Any other names used, if applicable;
c. Address of principal place of business;
d. Place of incorporation;
e. Point of contact information;
f. Website(s);
g. Description of intended services to be provided
under this license;
h. Description of services being provided under any
currently held FCC licenses, if applicable; and
i. Explanation of the Applicant's intended overall
business model for licensed and unlicensed services
in the United States for the next five years.
2. Corporate information, including:
a. The name, address and nationality (including dual
citizenship) or place of incorporation of: the
immediate parent(s), the ultimate parent(s), and
each intermediate parent with 5% or greater
ownership.
b. If applicable, for all 5% or greater individual
owners, senior company officers or directors, or
employee personnel that control or monitor the
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network infrastructure under the Applicant’s
control, who are either non-U.S. citizens or dual
citizens, provide the following:
i. Full name, including any alternative spellings
or any aliases ever used;
ii. Date and place of birth;
iii. Passport identifying number;
iv. US alien number (if applicable);
v. All residence and business addresses and phone
numbers;
vi. Whether the individual has ever been
investigated, arraigned, arrested, indicted or
convicted of: (1) any of violation of federal
U.S. law; (2) any violation of local, state or
federal law in connection with the provision of
telecommunications services, equipment and/or
products and/or any other practices regulated
by the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and/or by
state public utility commissions; and/or (3)
deceptive sales practices, violations of the
Consumer Fraud Act and regulations, and/or
other fraud or abuse practices whether pursuant
to local, state or federal law; and
vii. And whether such individual will have access to
systems or records from an overseas location.
3. Financial Information (if applicable), including:
a. The name of any and all financial institutions
providing support or other assistance, and
b. Audited financial statements from the preceding
accounting year, or suitable equivalent.
4. Relationships with any foreign entities, or any U.S.
subsidiaries or affiliates of foreign entities (if
applicable), including:
a. The identity of the foreign entity, U.S.
subsidiaries, or affiliates of foreign entities;
b. A description of the relationship with these
entities, including joint ventures, consortiums,
sources of revenue accounting for over 10% of annual
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revenue, and other significant business
relationships;
c. Whether any of these entities are foreign
government-controlled, including the identity of the
foreign government exercising control; and
d. Whether such foreign entity, or U.S. subsidiaries or
affiliates thereof, has any known control over the
applicant and/or access to any U.S. facility, data,
or customer information under the control of the
applicant.
5. Regulatory/penal actions (if applicable), including:
a. Listing of all FCC licenses, including cancelled
and/or terminated licenses, and all licenses held by
affiliates;
b. Identification of any prior or ongoing FCC
enforcement actions against any and all affiliated
entities, including any entities which share one or
more owners with the applicant, and if concluded,
the result of such actions;
c. Any other prior or ongoing regulatory enforcement
actions against any and all affiliated entities,
including any entities which share one or more
owners with the applicant, and if concluded, the
result of such actions; and
d. Any other violations of local, state or federal laws
by any and all affiliated entities, including any
entities which share one or more owners with the
applicant.
6. Assistance to Law Enforcement, including:
a. Present and/or future intended capabilities to
comply with CALEA, if applicable;
b. Present or future anticipated relationships with any
trusted third party providers, if applicable;
c. The identity of any resident U.S. citizen point of
contact for law enforcement assistance; and
d. Whether records may be accessed and/or made
available in the U.S. within three business days of
receipt of lawful U.S. process.
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7. Network Infrastructure (if applicable), including:
a. A description and location of any and all
facilities, whether owned or leased, where any
applicant-owned or leased equipment is located;
include all carrier transport facilities,
telecommunication switching platforms, routers,
media gateways, servers, network operations centers,
Points of Presence (POPs), and data centers;
b. A description of how any network infrastructure will
be used to deliver current or intended services,
including identification of the carrier transport
facilities (T1, DS3, Optical Carrier) that will
enable customer data flow into and out of owned
and/or leased equipment;
c. A network topology map providing the geographic
footprint, including all POPs. To the extent
operations are accessed and/or controlled from any
overseas locations, please provide the address of
such locations and a description of the operations
accessed and/or controlled from there;
d. The identity of any underlying carriers used to
furnish services to customers and/or resell any
services; and
e. Storage location(s) of original business records,
including
i. records of customer data;
ii. storage location(s) of copies of such records;
iii. the location from where such records are, or
will be, accessed; and
iv. a description of the types and nature of
records to be stored.
f. A description of network security policies and
procedures.
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II.

In addition to the questions in item (I), Transfers of
Control of 214 Applications and Petitions for Declaratory
Ruling will also describe or provide the following:

1. Services to be provided, including:
a. Description of services currently offered and
estimated number of current subscribers;
b. Description of whether services will be offered as
resale or facilities-based or both;
c. Description of the current and intended customer base,
including whether residential, enterprise, carrier,
whether sold directly to an end-user, and whether
applicant is currently or intends to sell to local,
state or federal government entities;
d. Listing of any current or intended federal, state or
local government customers/contracts, if applicable;
and
e. Current or intended underlying, interconnecting and/or
peering carrier relationships.
2. Business operations, including:
a. The total number of current employees;
b. The total number of employees located within the
United States;
c. The total number of employees located outside the
United States and a description of any access by these
employees to U.S. facilities and/or data;
d. Description of personnel screening procedures used by
the applicant when hiring employees;
e. The total number of subscribers;
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III. In addition to the questions in item (I), Submarine Cable
Landing licenses will also describe or provide the
following:
1. A description and location of all cable-related
facilities, whether owned or leased, where any applicantowned or leased equipment is located;
2. A network topology map indicating the geographic
footprint. To the extent operations are accessed and/or
controlled from any overseas locations, please provide
the address of such locations and a description of the
operations accessed and/or controlled from there;
3. A description of the expected initial and designed
capacity of the cable system, including number of fiber
pair, number of wavelengths per pair, and transmission
speed per wavelength;
4. If the cable system is to be owned by a consortium, a
description of the ownership percentages and capacity
rights by owner. To the extent that distinct fiber pair
in the cable system will be owned and/or operated by
specific members of the consortium, a description of the
ownership and operation of each fiber pair in the cable
system;
5. A description of the cable system maintenance procedures,
including identification of the geographic location of
the facility with maintenance authority.
6. All access control/security policies that are in place
for the submarine cable network operations;
7. All current and anticipated equipment vendors and
managed services providers; and
8. A list of known customers and carriers using, or
intending to use, the submarine cable.
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IV.

In addition to the questions in item (I), Satellite Earth
Station licenses will also describe or provide the
following:

1. A description and location of all satellite-related
facilities, whether owned or leased, where any applicantowned or leased equipment is located;
2. A network topology map indicating the geographic
footprint. To the extent operations are accessed and/or
controlled from any overseas locations, please provide
the address of such locations and a description of the
operations accessed and/or controlled from there;
3. All access control/security policies that are in place
for the satellite network operations; and
4. A list of known customers and carriers using, or
intending to use, the satellite’s communications.
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